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Tag u n g 5 b p r ~ c h t ~7/1994

Integrable Systems

19.6. bis 25.6.1994

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von P. van Moerbeke (Louvain) und W. Nahm (Bann) sta.tt.
Im tvlittelpunkt des Interesses standen Fragen der integrabien Hierarchien und ihrer Geometrie.
konforme Feldtheorien und physikalische Anwendungen (Phasenübergänge, Quanten-Hall- Effekt).

Vortragsauszüge

P. DI FRANCESCQ:
Counting RationalCurves on ProjectiveSpa.ces

There is only a finite number Nd of ra.tional curves of the projective plane P2, of degree d, through
3d - 1 fixed p...oints. Such curves must also have (d-l~(d:-2) double points with distinct tangents.

. Borrowing ideas from field theory in physics, and following M. Kontsevich and Y. ~Ianin, one
can build a certain "free energy" funetion, generating intersection theory on the moduli spaee of
such curves. In particular, this funetion playsthe role of a. potential for same gra.d.ed integrable
deformation of the cohomology ring of P2' The associativity of the ring translates into "erossing
relations" for the free energy, which in tumdetermine the numbers Nd completely. This procedure
can be repeated for a.ny projective space P", and also more involved va.rieties, with more inddenee
relations to ma.ke the numbers of eurv~ finite. -The results always take -the form of quadratic
reeursion relations for the nu~bers of rational curves. Relations to topological field theory (or
Kontsevich-type matrix integrals?) should help shed same light on higher genus· curve eounting a.s
weil. ~

J. FRÖHLICH, E. THIRAN:
Chern-Simons Theory, Integral Lattices ud Fractional Quantum Hall Effect

. .
We consider two-dimensional gases of electrans in astrang, uniCrom, external magnetic field transver·
sa! to the plane of the system. We a.re interested in the physics of such systems at large distance
scaJes a.nd iow frequencies, i. e. ,in the scaling limit. It is shown t);1at, in the scallng limit, these
systems are described by pure, abelian Chern-Simons theories, provided there is no dissipation in the
system (RL =0). We then review the connection between Chern-Simons theory and the Knizhnik
Zamolodchikov ~quations and with current (Kae-Moody) algebra.. In passing, implications for knot
theory are mentioned, hut the physic~ly important fact is that solutions oC the K·Z equations span
the physicaJ state space of C-S theory. Returning to the physics of 2D electron gases, one nOlices
that those solutions of K-Z equations derived from abelian eS-theories that describe physical states
of such systems have special monodromy properties described by integral, Euclidean lattices. These
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lattkes are thell studied and ~aa8ified partially, and this lew to the prediction of allowed, rational
values of the Hall conduction, fractiona.l charges and statistics of "Laughlin vortices", etc...

J. FELDMAN, E. TRUBOWITZ, H. KNÖRRER:
,_. --..-ßjemann -Surfaces of Infinite Genus
I ._. -'o.~, .-~ .,,,,--" .~. '_, ~

i H~ We f~t·r~d~ce.:~ dass of Riemann surfa.ces of infinite genus to which many of the classica1 results
I . o~ compa.ct·lii~ma.nn surfa.ces extend. They are special cases of "parabolic" surfaces in the sense
c~-'~~"'ofAhlförs-:' Ne'vanlinna. So they admit a canonical homology basis At, BI, A2, B2,'.' and abasis

Wt, W2, ••• of the Hilbert space of square integrabel holomorhic I-fonns such that f
At

fl)j = 6ij.
In addition the associated theta function converges on a suitable Bunue! Spate, and there is an
a.nalogue of Riema.nn '8 Vanishing Theorem and Torelli 's Theorem. .

The definiton of the dass of Riemann surfaces considered is in terms of glueing "standard pieces" ..
It is explici t enough to be able to vemy tha.t Fermi curves of 2-dimensional periodie SchrödiIiger
operators as well as the spectral curves for the periodie KP n equation belong to it. The lattA
fa.ct ia used to prove that the initial value problem for this equation has solutions that are almolll'
periodic in time.

G. FELDER, C. WIECZERKOWSKI:
Conformal Field Theory ud Integrable Models on the Torus

The spaces of conformal blocks on the sphere and on the torus are introduced as spaces of
invariant linear forms on tensor pro«;lucts of Kac Moody algebra 9 modules under the Lie algebra. of

- meromorphic functions with values in g. These spa.ces are identified with certain spaces of functions
.with values on flnite dimensional vector spaces. The corresponding KZ equations are derived. The
consistency condition on the torus leads to generalizations of the classical Yang-Baxter equation.
Its quantization is discussed.

I. M. SIGAL:
Some Mathematical Problem of Non-linear Dynamics

Cotisider a non-linear Schrödinger or wave equation. Assume a solution exists for as lang times
as required. The question we address is to describe properties of such a. solution, especially its
localization inspace and time. We addressed the following three topics: I. Periodic solutions, II.
Resonances, III. ,Dynamits of vortices. We describe one of these results. Consider N L Schrödinger
a.nd Wave equations which are small perturbations of linear ones. Assume the corresponding linear
equations have periodic or quasiperiodic solutions, i. e. (quasi)periodic in time and L2 in SP3.C.
Thus . _J
WE:periodic and quasiperiodicsolutions are unstable under generic N L perturbations

SE: periodic solutions are stable under a1l reasonable perturbations while quasiperiodie solutions
are unstable under generic perturbations.

K. GAWEDZKI:
Conformal field theory in higher genera.

Solution of WZW (and coset) conformal field theory model on a higher genus Riemano surface
may be encoded in th~ scalar product on the space of non·abelian theta functions. The latter
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ar(' holonlorh pie s~ctions of powers of the uetcrminant bundles on the moduli space of holomorhic
bundles of ra.nk > 1. The scalar -product of non-abelia.n theta. functions is given by a formal
functiolla.l integra1. This integral may be effectively calculated (at least for ra.n~ 2 case) and reduces
to a finite·dimensional integral expression. As a. by·product, one obtains integral expressions for
higher ~~n\ls conformal blocks oe WZW conforma.l model.

H..KNÖRRER. D. LEHMANN, E..TRUBOWITZ, J. FELDMAN:
Two Dimensional Fermi Liquids

Let E( n)ECW be the (renormalized) dispension relation, jJ > 0 -the chemical potential and let
..\ < k1 , k'2 I V I" k3 , k4 > ECco be the interaction of a many·fermion model in two space dimensions.
For simplici ty suppose that the model h~ a fixed ultraviolet cut off and that F = {k li( ii) = JL} is
cOInpaet. Th(' nlain hypotheses are that VE(h) f. 0 for all hEF, and that, for all y, F f. - F + 9 =
{pi c( - P+ 9) = J.L}. Then. there is an TI > 0 such that for all I ..\ .1< 7J.the thermodynaqlic lünits
of the.Euclidean Green's functions of the model ex.ist in the sense of distributions and ar~ analytic
in ,\. The particle.number density N, isCoo in k except that it has a jump discontinuity: at every
kiF. - .

w. EHOLZER, N.-P. SKORUPPA: .. ,
Methods for obta.ining closed formulas for ~onforma.l characters of ra.tional modelS:of W~31gebra.s

Let c be the central charge and- H be th~ set o(conformal' dimensions of a ra.ti~~al model of a
(bosonie) vV-algebra. Then for ea.ch h EH, we have its 'associated conformaf .ch~racter ~h =
trace cf qLo-t:/24 in the representation whose c?nformal dimension ish. These fune-tions satisfy the
foUowing axioms (we set q =e2~iT, -where rd; =complex upper h~ plane)~

1. ~h is holomorphic in g, ~h # 0.' .
2. The space ·SPa.nC{~h IhEH} .spanned by the ~h is invariant under SL(~,Z).
3. ~h = O( q-c/24) for T -+ ioo where c= c - 24minHjs the effective central charge.
4. ~hq-(h-c/24) -is invariant under T - T + l.
5. The Fourier coefficients of (Ja a.re ra.tional.

Then for many pairs (c, il) coming from rational mod~ the -following theorem: holds true (cf:
[Eholzer·Skoruppa, BONN-TH-94-16]): :~~-~. '
Theorem: Assume that 6. the ~Ia are invariant under some congruence subgroup 0/ S L(2, Z).
Then the eh are uniquely determ.ined, L e~: if eh(h E H) is any set of functions on g whicp satisfy
"1. to 6., then each ~h' is unique up to mult-iplication by a constant. Thus, roughly speaking, once
the cent ra! charge and the conformal dimension of arational model are l<nown, then the conforma!
charaeters ean be already determined (roDi this data only. Though we: proved our. theorem only
for apart of all known rational models we believe that it works in much. more generality. The
methods 'used for the proof of the theorem are also useful for obtaining elose<! formulas for conformal
characters. .

.N.·TUROK. J. \V. R. UNDERWOOD, D. OLIVE:
Solution in Affine Toda -Field Theories

Affine Toda. neId- theories in two dimensions are integrable a.nd Lorentz invariant deformations of
conformally. and \V-invariant theories. The loc~- conserved charges generate.a.n infinite dimensional
Poineare al~ebra which turns out to'be isomorphie to the principal Heisenberg subalgebra. of the 
a..ssociate a.ffine Kac ~10ody algebra. Thus interna! and spacetime symmetries are couple4. with the
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consequence that interesting mass patterns ud coupling rules are exhibited by the particles which
are the quanta of the fundamental fields. General soliton solutions .are found when the coupling
is imaginarYt exploiting the representa.tion theory cf the affine Kat Moody algebra. Most physical
properties are derived from vertex operators associated with the solitons otained byexponentlating
the principal Heisenberg subalgebra. The soliton specles are in one to one correspondence with the
above mentioned particle species and display simila.r mass and coupling; patterns. Unless identical
a.ny pair of solitons ~ttra.ct each other.

D. E. EVANS:
Amenable Operater Algebras

Recent work on the pos~dble classification of amenable C·-algebras by K-theoretic invaria.nts has
helped salve some open problems· regarding the a.pproximately finite dimensional algebras (non
commutative zero-dimensional spaces), quantum or non-commutative 2-torus (which may have
applications to almost Mattieu operators or Discrete Magnetic Laplacia.ns, arid infinite algeb.
associated to topological Markov chains. This involves input from same dynamical systems.
g. shifts, Rohlin properties of automorphisIDs, non commutative.orbifolds - the latter idea has
applications in ·subfactor theory). This talk describes joint work with Bratteli, Ellwitt t and
Kishimoto.

c. A. TRACY, H. WIDOM:
Fredholm Determinants, Differential EquationB a.nd Matrix Models

Orthogonal polynomical random ma.trix Models of N x N hermitian matrices lead to Fredholm
determinants of inte~al operators with kernel cf the form

<p(x)1/J(Y) - t/J(%)cp(y) .
z-y

This talk is concerned with the Fredholm determinants ofintegral operatorahaving kerne! af tms
form and where the underlying set is the union of intervals

m .

'. J = U(a2;-b a2;)
;=1

The empha.si~ is on the determina.nts thought of as functions of the end-points ~i'

We show that these Fredholm determinants with kernels of the general form described above are
expressible in terms of solutions of PDE's as long aa V' and tP satisfy

.m(%)f,c'(x)

m(%)tJ1'(x) =
A(z)rp(%) + B(%)1/J(x)

-C(x)tp(%) - A(%)"'(%) ,

m, At B t C polys. in z. The (rp, tP) paris for t he sine, Airy and Bessel kemels satisfy such relations,
as do the pairs which-arise in the finite N Hermite, Laguerrre, and Jacobi ensembles and in Matrix
Models of 2D quantum graivty. Therefore, we are able to write down the systems of PDE's far
these ensembles as special ca.ses of the general system.

An analysis of these equations leads in many cases where J ia a single interval (J =(s, (0) included)
to explicit representations in terms of PainJeve transcendents.
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LEONID A. OICKEY: .
Constrained KP hierarchy and symmetries

A few papers were published in the recent time dealing with the so-called "constrained KP hiera.rchy~

(Orlov. Bing Xu, Cheng V., OeveJ, and Strampp). This is a restrietion of the KP hiera.rchy
to pseudo-differential operators having integral parts oi a. very special form involving only two
unknown functions, instead of infinitely ·many of them in the whole hierarchy.

We try to explain the nature of this restriction linking it to generating funetions of all synlmetries
of the KP hierarchy. We also give a new formula. Cor the generating funetion. It has a form
w( J.L )ö- J w" (A). an inverse derivative "'sandwiched" between the Baker and the adjoint Baker
funcLiolls Laken at different points. This formula genera.lizes that known berore for inner symmetries
of the hierarchy where J.L =A.

MOTOHIRO MULASE:
Coverings of Riemann Surfaces, Heisenberg Algebras, and Prym Varieties

Consider a tripie Ao C A C gI(n,D), where D = (C[[x])) [tl is the ring of ordin~y differential
operators. A is a. maximally commutative subalgebra of gl( n, D)~ a. monie element, and Ao

is a. subalgebra described be1ow. By a stan,dard technique of matrix pseudodifferentiaJ operators,

one can embed A ;:: gl (n, C«z»), where z = 1z -1. (Actually, one takes a zero-.th order matrix
pseudodifferential operator S so that S(AoS C gl (n, C«z»).) Ao C A is a. subalgebra. with these
data, one can associate Cunctionally a geometrie objeet containing arbiirary morphisms between
arbit rary algebraic curves, a.nd a 'vector bundle on these curves with vanishing cohomologies. One
can visualize the algebra. extension Ao C A in terms of geometry of algebraic curves. Maximal

. commutative subalgebras of the formal loop algebras (without nilpotent elements) o~her than
Heisenberg-type önes are presented from analysing singularities of the covering morphism. These
commutative algebras a.ct on the Grassmannian of vector valued funetions and produce Prym
varieties of the covering a.s finite-dimensions orbits.

This is the non-commu.tative geometry one can expect from gien, C«z»), or gl(n, D).

'As a motivation, a. formula due to Kontsevich and myself was presented:

J
i: tr(t",X"'}

e "'::1 fex),

f(x) = f(ko,···, kn-d = det[r/>i(kj)]
~(ko,···, kn-d

Then Zn(t, f) is a KP-T function, and it is a. continuum limit of Hirota Soliton- solutions. In fact,

N

rPi(k} = L Cioo(k - Ao ) makes. Zn(t, f)
0=1

a soliton solution.

BORIS KHESIN, FEODOR M'ALIKOV:
Drinfeld-Skoiov reduction for matrices of complex size

~VP c.onstruct atfinizalion ·of the aJgeb<ra 9'.\ of "complex säze" matrices that contains the a1~ebras
yl~ for inL("~rat values of the parameter. Tlle DrinCeld-Sokolov Hamiltonian reduction oe the
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a4ebra gl.\ results in the quadratic Gelfand-Dickey structure on the Poisson-Lie group of al1
pseudodiff'erentia1 operators of Cractional order. "

This Poisson-Lie group provides a general framework for description of clasaical W,,-algebraa aB its
Poisson 8ubmanifolds t while the (quantum) W1+oo-a1gebraa appears as the dual space to the Lie
algebra of that" group.

The construction of" )'-deformation" can be extended to the simultaneous deformation oforthogonal
and symplectic algebras which produces selC-adjoint operators. It has also a counterpart far the
Toda lattices with "fractional number" of particles.

LAWRENCE THOMAS, STEPHAN WASSOLL:
Schrödinger operators and classica.l almost integrability

Let H = -~ + V be a. Schrödinger operator a.cting in L2(M), M either a. d-dimensiona.l torus or
sphere, V ana.lytic. " •

For the cue of the torus, we construct asymptotic expansions for the eigenfunctions and eigenval'P
of H at high energy E, via WKB methods, the ,expansions in inverse powers of E. the classical
action appearing in the eigenfunctions is the solution of a classical Hamilton-Jacobi equation. KAM
methods assume that this classical. action can be constructed at least for a Cantor set Voo, whose
intersec.tion with the subset V(E) of phasespace with energy ~ E satisfies IVoo n V{E)I/IV(E)I -+

1, E -. 00. It follows that the dimensionsof the aubspa.ce of the approximative eigenfunetions
c~rresponding to energy ~ Eist asymptotic to a.ctual dimension of the subsp"ace correspondlng to
BI:5 E, E .... 00.

Similar results are obtained for the case of the 2-sphere, but juat to O(E-1) (which should
be compared to thetypical spacing between eigenvalues within an eigenvalue cluster which ia
Q(E- 1/ 2». Turning point difliculuties and problems associated with the·high eigenva.lue degeneracy
of the· unpertubed operator are addressed by first tra.nsforming the operator"to.a. Bargmann space
representation.

A theorem of Ka.c·Spencer, Weinsteint Widom and other states that the I-th cluster of eigenvalues
(for Han the sphere) dustered about E = 1(1 + d - 1) has a limiting (probability) distribution
I - 00 equal to the distribution of the Radon transform of V. We gives an example of a (Hälder)
continuous potential V for which the liIniting distribution of eigenvalues ia singula.r continuous.

DAVID B. FAIRLIE:
Integrable systems in high dimensions

A set of equations whieb generalise the Bateman equation <pf:ztPl +cPctf; - 2~ft4>f:<I>t =0 is presentA
which admit a.ri infinite numberof inequivalent Lagrangian descriptions. These equations~
linearised by a Legendre transform, and shown to anse out of the equations for con8tan~ flow
following the fluid. Extensions of these equations which generalise the two--dimensional Born·lnfeld
equation are proposed and solved by the same transform. Finally, the general implicit solution to
the homogeneous Monge-Ampere equation det(8~I:J)= 0 is constructed using similar methods.

JOHANN VAN OE LEUR=
KdV type- hierarchies: the string equation ud W1+00 constraints

Ta every partition n = nl +...+n, one can associate a vertex operator realization of the Lie algebras
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a 00 and gO/n' Using this construction it is possible to obtain reductions of the s-component KP
hierarchil's. reductions which are associated to these partitions n =nl +... +n,. In this way one
obtains Inatrix KdV type hierarchies. Fina.lly, I prove that the following two statements for a KP
T-function are equivalent. .

( 1) r is a T-function of the [ni,":' n,,)+n ieduced (s component) KP hierarc.hy that also satisfies
the string equation L_ 1 r =O.

(2) T satisfies the vacuum constraints of the W1+00 algebra, i.e.: (W~; + 6pq cp+dr = O· for a.ll
p,q E Z~o.

ALEXEI MOROZOV:
Hirota equations for Q-Ioop algebras (the ca.se of SLq(2»

··Generalized T-functions" can be defined as generating functionals of all the matrix elements of
a given group element 9 E Gin a given representation V. The elenient s~t of "time-variables" in
general situa.tion is a.ssociated with the maximal nilpotent subalgebra. of G, not with its Cartan
subalgebra. Moreover, in the case of quantu.m groups such r-functions are not c-numbers, but
ta.ke values in the non-commutative ring A({;). However, despite all these differences from the
standard KP and Toda situations: the generalized. r-functions always satisfy the a.I)~ogue of Hirota.
bilinear equations. These canbe derived by manipulations with intertwinning operators between
different representations of G. The simplest example of O-loop algebra. C =SL(2) a-nd its quantum
counterpart G =SLq (2) is considered, but the most interesting examples should ~e associated with
l·loop affine algebra, especially of level k > 1, and theiruniversal envelopin.g.

F. ALBERTO GRÜNBAUM:
Time and band limiting and symmetries of KP

A Schrödinger operator L = -(J'li + V(x) such that for 'some family of eigenfunc~ions, Lcp = Alp,

~ne has BP., fr.)<p == C~ Gj(A) (Ii}i) <p= 9(z)<p for a finite m and sO~eGi(A),e(Z)i~ called a

bi$pectral Schrödinger operator. This consists cf the cases: V( x) = cl x 2 , ax and two families of
V( x), i.e., rational solutions of KdV as weil as solutions of certain Virasoro fiows that are rational
functions of x. These are results of Duistermaat~Grünbaumund Magri·Zubelli. l·sho~ that if ones
forms- the integral operator T in L2( -G, G) with kerne! . .

K(k t , k2) = faT op(z'-h t )op(z,k2)dZ

then there exists a. DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR D ~uch that

TD = DT.

This is done so rar in all cases except the KdVcase and extends classical results of Slepia.I1, Landau,
PoLlak developed to understand the work of Shannon in communication theory.

LASZLO FEHER:
Gp.n~ralized Drinfeld-Sokolov reductions

:\ classical W· alge~.ra generalizing the sec~nd Gelfard- Dickey Poisson bracket may be associated to
every .'i12 subal~ebra of a simple Lie aJ~ebra. G llsing Drinfeld·Sokolov type Hamiltonian reduction.
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One may also generalize the Drinfe1d-Sokolov construction of hierarchies using the graded regular
elements of the inequivalent graded Heisenberg algebras of G~ (T ~t;\ -1 ).The Heisenberg aJgebras
are parametrized by the Weyt group of G, and in the case of the simple Lie algebras of type
A, B, C, D we find the list of ~heir graded regular elements. For G = 81n , we desaibe the KdV
type hierarchies assodated to the graded regulare1ements of minimal grade, which turn out to be
the .matrix generallzations of the r-KdV hierarchies, and also inc1ude the "reduced KP hierarchies" .
discussed by L. Dickey at the present meeting. -

FRANCO MAGRl:
KP equations without pseudodifferential operators

This talk aims tosuggest a geometrie point of view mthe theory of soliton equatioDB. The belief
is that a deeper understancüng of the origin of these equations may provide a beUer understa.nding

. of their remarkable properties. According to the geometrie point of view, soliton equations are
the outcome of a specific reduction process of a ·bihamiltonian manifold, which is equivale~t- to
but different from the -Drinfeld·Sokolov reduction. -Our suggestion is to pay attention also to ti4t
"unreduced form" ofsollton equations. .

In particular , the Gelfard·Dickey's hierarchy is intrc;>duced starting flom the Casimir's functions
of a. pencil of (modified) Lie-foisson bra.ckets, ud the KP equations .a.re seen aB the evolution
equations in the dual of the symmetry algebra.· .

KANEHISA TAKASAKI, TAKASHI TAKEBE:
Dispersionless integrable hierarchi~s ud higher ~ensional generalizations

Dispersionless limits of integrable hierarchies are not only interesting in themselves in applications
to topological confonnal fiel4 theories, hut also uSeful a.s a. toymodel to search for new integrable
hierarchies (inparticular, in higher dimensions). The dispersionless KP and Toda hierarchies hlherit
many significa.nt properties of the ordinary KP and Toda hierarchies. Of panicular interest are
the notions of tau functions' and W1+OO symmetries, -which play an important role in applications
to physics. These notions are shown to be carried out to dispersionless (or quasi·classical) limite
In general, many formula.e in the original KP and Toda hierarchies simplify in the dispe"ionless
hierarchies. This allows us to guess their higher dimensional generalizations. Along these lineB, a
few higher dimensional· dispersionlesshierarehies have beenconstructed, and in a. special caa~, the
nation ofta.u function is introduced.

MARK ADLER:
Symmetries, W·a1gebras ud applications _

The aim of these talk was to show the robustness of symmetries for a variety of integrable syst~
and to show how they are used to derive various geometrical properties of these system. In
particula.r, we consider the KP and Toda symetries and discuss:
1) special solutions of the Kd V
;l) solving [L, P) = 1 and Kontsevich "integrals
3) infinite ramilies of symplectic structure for the Gelfard-Dickey equations
4) orthogonal polynomials and matrix integrals and their Virasoro constraints.
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T. SHIOTA. P. VAN MOERBEKE:
A Lax pair for the vertex operator and the central extension of W.algebras

The vertex operator caß be viewed a.s a tangent vector tield to the space of T·functions for the KP
equation. In joint work with Adler und P. van Moerbeke, I show that this vertex operator has
a representation in terms of a Lax pair a.t the level of symmetry vector fields to the maniCold of
wave operators. A similar study can be done for the 2-dimensional Toda lattice. This technology
has applications to l-matrix, 2·matrix models and Kontsevich integrals; namely, it provjdes the
constraints for those integrals. . .

RAIMUND VARNHAGEN:
Topoloy and fractional quantum Hall etrect

-First we show that the Hall conductance aZlI of a. two dimensional layer is proportion~ to the

topological q~.antity 7 (u:C ll = f ;.) where Cl is the first ehern number of a rank r vectorbundle.

This. vector .bundle describes the degenerated ground state of the Hall system.

From Laughlin type wave functions .with generalized periodie boundary canditions we expllcitly
construct these vector bundles and we show that only for the experimenta.lly observed fractions
these vector bundles are indecomposable. ···,f'X:

In special cases we calculate the fluctuations of the curvature which converge exponentially to zero
in the limit of infinite particle number.

Berichterstatter: W. Na.hm
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